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The compensation system is an important part in the human resource constitution, 
a scientific efficient and, together the business enterprise strategy fits together 
mutually of the compensation system can encourage employee effectively, raising the 
employee's satisfaction, stirring up employee's competitiveness, promoting the 
realization of business enterprise the target of the management. This research takes 
the salary system of GC company as background, analyzing as a domestic 
correspondence construction establishing the compensation system to eradicate the 
existing the problem of the business enterprise salary and becoming because of, using 
mature salary theories and related mathematics tools to reconstruct the salary system 
of GC company, designing a salary system which matches a professional entity and 
competes the strategic development of the characteristics, and business enterprise to 
effectively integrated with the GC company. 
This research first elaborates the compensation system designs for theories 
foundation, this part involve of the concept, salary level of the salary design, salary 
system design, salary structure design, encourage etc. The related theories provided 
theories foundation, then described design important point and process of salary 
system for the substantial evidence research of GC company, on the other hand from 
the macro view and the tiny view both side analyze an influence salary system a 
design of inner part and exterior factor, explaining the process with design of the 
salary system, thus, providing a frame for the design of salary system, immediately 
after this research commences from the human resource present condition of GC 
company, analyses the company existing existent problem of the salary system and 
reason, end, usage salary design of related theories and tool from whole arrive part's 
salary to reconstruct GC company compensation system. 
This research reconstruct GC company compensation system to try, on making 
sure a salary total amount according to finance index sign and management index 















occupies which to the salary total amount constituent part carries on the analysis and 
the computation, Definite salary each constituent weight. This is to make use of a 
main factor analysis method, according to management and produce post two kinds of 
different series of special establishment salary system. This salary system has the 
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